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obile and wireless technologies are a ubiquitous feature of
odern life. Most U.S. adults own smartphones, a growing

roportion are “smartphone-only” Internet users and over a
ourth report being online “almost constantly.” As for children, a
014 survey of high-income nations reported that almost seven in
en children used a mobile phone, and two-thirds of those had a
martphone, usually by age 10. As described by Nielsen, it is now
s common to see “a kid with a smartphone in their hand” as it
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as to see “a kid playing with a yo-yo in the years before the
igital age.”

he enthusiasm with which the public has embraced each new
obile and wireless technology—most of which have never

ndergone any appropriate safety testing or standards
evelopment—suggests that consumers rarely stop to consider
he health implications of the infrastructure shoring up their
bility to browse, stream and download anytime and “on the go.”
onsumers are not entirely to blame for their lack of awareness—

it is not easy to disentangle the technologies’ health risks in the
ace of the telecommunications industry’s steady and calculated
isinformation e�orts and a captured Federal Communications
ommission (FCC) that “follows the script of fabulously wealthy,
ullying, billion-dollar bene�ciaries of wireless.”

… powerful 5G (�fth-generation) networks and technology
re about to subject everyone, on a continuous basis, to
nprecedented forms and amounts of mandatory irradiation

—without prior study of the potential health impact or any
ssurance of safety.
ow, however, a global 5G “frenzy” is upon us and is coming into

ull force. The rollout of “blazing fast” 5G technology will
“dramatically increase the number of transmitters sending signals
o cellphones and a host of new Internet-enabled devices.” The
ime is ripe for greater grassroots awareness of the undisclosed
radeo�s between convenience and 5G’s potentially catastrophic
ealth e�ects. Far from a simple “next-gen” upgrade, powerful 5G

�fth-generation) networks and technology are about to subject
veryone, on a continuous basis, to unprecedented forms and
mounts of what retired U.S. government physicist Dr. Ronald
owell calls “mandatory irradiation”—without “prior study of the
otential health impact” or any assurance of safety. Considering
hat young people (with their smaller body mass and developing
rains) are particularly vulnerable to radiation, the Environmental
ealth Trust has termed 5G “the next great unknown experiment
n our children”—and the entire human population.

In fact, the “giant uncontrolled experiment” on children and adults
as already begun, despite an urgent international appeal by tens
f thousands of scientists, doctors, environmental organizations
nd citizens calling for a halt to 5G deployment. In 2018, telecom
arriers in the U.S. and Europe began rolling out 5G technology in
ozens of cities. Focusing (for now) on “dense urban and high-
ra�c areas” in the U.S., AT&T began positioning its 5G

infrastructure in major cities in eight states, and Verizon started
�ering 5G home broadband service in “select neighborhoods” in
 handful of cities.

Early warnings
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… health problems such as insomnia, miscarriage, memory
roblems and other neurological issues, and there are
idespread reports of annihilation of insect and bird
opulations.
or the most part, health concerns have ranked as a tiny footnote

in the midst of the massive hoopla about 5G’s speed and capacity,
lthough trade magazines admit that there may be “some
bjections” to 5G due to “concerns over potential health risks.” In
oth Europe and the U.S., however, individuals living and working

in proximity to newly installed 5G towers and antennas are telling
 di�erent story. Many have immediately started experiencing
ealth problems such as insomnia, miscarriage, memory
roblems and other neurological issues, and there are
idespread reports of annihilation of insect and bird populations.

In response to complaints from �re �ghters subjected to 5G
ntennas, the International Association of Fire Fighters has gone
n record as opposing “the use of �re stations as base stations for
owers and/or antennas for the conduction of cell phone
ransmissions until a study with the highest scienti�c merit and

integrity…is conducted and it is proven that such sitings are not
azardous to the health of our members.”

 United Nations whistleblower recently drew attention to 5G’s
ramatic impact on health in a widely circulated series of
omments about 5G’s “seemingly overnight” rollout in Vienna,
ustria. Describing 5G as a “silent war,” she commented:

“…Children are the most vulnerable to 5G depredation
because of their little bodies. Friends and acquaintances and
their children in Vienna are already reporting the classic
symptoms of EMR [electromagnetic radiation] poisoning:
nosebleeds, headaches, eye pains, chest pains,
nausea, fatigue, vomiting, tinnitus, dizziness, �u-like
symptoms, and cardiac pain. They also report a tight band
around the head; pressure on the top of the head; short,
stabbing pains around the body; and buzzing internal
organs.”

ne of the novel dangers introduced by 5G technology is its
eliance on high-frequency millimeter waves (MMWs), a bountiful
nd not previously commercialized portion of the electromagnetic
pectrum. While 5G’s enthusiasts are quick to promise support for

literally billions of devices, there is one catch—the shorter
illimeter wavelengths cannot travel as far as the lower

requencies used for earlier generations of mobile technology.
hus, while there were about 300,000 wireless antennas on U.S.
ell towers and buildings as of 2016 (a doubling since 2002), 5G

bove and below
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ill require “exponentially more”—millions of small cell towers
very 500 feet “on every street corner.”

… even in the home environment, 5G technology [will] blast
hrough walls and cribs, making a mockery of the notion that

‘your home is your castle’ in which you are supposed to be
afe.
rganizations concerned about the health hazards of wireless

adiation note that “Right now, you don’t have to live next to a cell
ower….but once they have these [5G] cell antennas everywhere,
ou won’t be able to [move away].” Unfortunately, the “nowhere
o hide” aspects of 5G are even more serious, because ground-
ased 5G systems will be supplemented by satellite-based
ystems. In March, 2018, the FCC approved the initial launch of
ver 4,400 low-Earth-orbit 5G communication satellites, to be

ollowed by thousands more over the next two years—with the
ventual result being 11 times more satellites orbiting the Earth
han currently. The satellites will send “tightly focused beams of

intense microwave radiation at each speci�c 5G device that is on
he Earth,” while each device then sends “a beam of radiation
ack to the satellite.”

In practical terms, this means that in crowded locations such as
irports, individuals’ bodies “will be penetrated by numerous
eams of radiation as they walk or as other people walk around
hem with their 5G smartphones.” But even in the home
nvironment, “5G technology [will] blast through walls and cribs,”
aking a mockery of “the notion that ‘your home is your castle’ in
hich you are supposed to be safe.”

cientists, doctors and experts from around the world have
issued repeated warnings about 5G’s risks, drawing on published
esearch on MMWs as well as thousands of studies showing the
arms caused by other mobile and wireless technologies.

In this context, industry and government claims that 5G
echnology is safe are completely disingenuous. In fact, the health
�ects of MMWs are already quite familiar to the U.S. military and
efense agencies around the world. The U.S. has at its disposal
on-lethal crowd control weapon systems (euphemistically
amed Active Denial Systems) that use millimeter waves to
enetrate the skin of targeted individuals, “instantly producing an

intolerable heating sensation that causes them to �ee.” In
esearch commissioned by the U.S. Army “to �nd out why people
an away when the beam touched them,” they discovered that
argets “feel like [their] body is on �re.” Researchers also have
arned that “the same parts of the human skin that allow us to

weat also respond to 5G radiation much like an antenna that can
eceive signals.”

ore than skin-deep
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hen the FCC endorsed the transition to 5G in 2016, then-
hairman Tom Wheeler (a former telecom industry lobbyist)
owed “to allow new [5G] technologies and innovations to evolve
nd �ourish without needlessly prescriptive regulations.” Thus,
ven though 5G represented a radical shift in technology, the FCC
roposed no further safety studies, instead continuing to rely on

its “outdated, excessively permissive, and thus widely criticized,
adiation-exposure guidelines that…are based primarily on a 30-
ear-old analysis…many years before the emergence of most of
he digital wireless technology in use today.” A recent government
tudy by the National Toxicology Program—which determined
hat cell phone radiation causes cancer—deemed the three-
ecade-old guidelines “unprotective.”

… children who began using either cordless or mobile phones
egularly before age 20 had more than a fourfold increased
rain tumor risk.
G poses risks to all life on the planet—people, animals, insects
nd plants. However, it is clear that fetuses and children are
mong the most vulnerable members of the human population.
ven prior to 5G, Swedish researchers concluded that “children
re indeed more susceptible to the e�ects of EMF exposure at
icrowave frequencies” and reported that children who began

sing “either cordless or mobile phones regularly before age 20”
ad more than a fourfold increased brain tumor risk. Describing
rain cancer as “the proverbial ‘tip of the iceberg,’” the
esearchers also observed that “no other environmental
arcinogen has produced evidence of an increased risk in just one
ecade.”

he UN whistleblower states, “People’s �rst reaction to the idea
hat 5G may be an existential threat to all life on Earth is usually
isbelief and/or cognitive dissonance. Once they examine the

acts, however, their second reaction is often terror. We need to
ranscend this in order to see 5G as an opportunity to empower
urselves, take responsibility and take action.” Some of the
ctions that people have taken include signing the International
ppeal; learning about the multiple reasons to be concerned
bout 5G radiation and telling others; talking to legislators about
hy rushing legislation that streamlines the deployment of 5G

mall cells is a bad idea (and also raising the awareness of
legislators and state utility commissions about the risks of smart

eters); and changing their relationship to their devices, including
sing wired rather than wireless Internet connections (or turning
� WiFi routers at night) and adopting other simple steps.

G promises to create an even “denser soup of electrosmog,” with
incalculable health e�ects. In fact, any sane person who examines
he evidence must concur with the authors and over 40,000

oratorium urgently needed    
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ignatories of the International Appeal to Stop 5G on Earth and in
pace, who agree that the rush to blanket the planet with 5G

“constitutes an experiment on humanity and the environment
hat is de�ned as a crime under international law.”
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